Birds of a Feather Dance Together

Nira Pereg explores rebellion and beauty in her work ‘67 Bows’

“IT’S INTERESTING, BECAUSE THEY ARE A COMMUNITY, WITH NO ONE LEADER,” Pereg says. “WE GO TO ZOOS TO OBSERVE ANIMALS AND FIND COMPARISONS TO OUR OWN SOCIAL SITUATIONS. FLAMINGOS ARE PERFECT FOR THAT. BIRDS DON’T HAVE THE SAME INDIVIDUALITY THAT MAMMALS HAVE, BUT I WAS LOOKING FOR INDIVIDUALS WITHIN THIS GROUP.”


Israeli video artist Nira Pereg filmed the movements of a pack of flamingos for her 2006 work “67 Bows,” a frame of which is pictured. IT SCREENS THROUGH NOV. 13.

“WE GO TO ZOOS TO … FIND COMPARISONS TO OUR OWN SOCIAL SITUATIONS.”

Pereg tends to explore social situations in her video works, examining systems of control and the nature of belonging and rebelling. She says that her aim with “67 Bows” was to use the zoo environment to make a statement about circumstance and conformity. The birds’ synchronized movements are sometimes lulling, sometimes abrupt and disturbing — especially in context of the violence of the soundtrack. After awhile, the viewer begins to notice the birds who aren’t “dancing” along with the pack. This switch in the viewer’s perception is central to the piece’s message.

SO, HOW WAS Pereg ABLE TO DRAW OUT THE REBEL FLAMINGOS? “I COULD ONLY FIND THEM BY MAKING ALL THE BIRDS DO THE SAME THING, THEN FINDING THE FEW WHO DIDN’T DO IT. I DID SOMETHING WITH MY BODY THAT MADE THEM DO SOMETHING WITH THEIRS — I CAN’T SAY MUCH MORE THAN THAT; IT’S THE MYSTERY OF THE PIECE.”
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